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Greiner R, Wilson MR, Berry DL, et al (1997) A high ob-
I followed with interest the recent exchange betweenserved substitution rate in the human mitochondrial DNA
Greenberg et al. (1996, 1997) and Farrall (1997). Acontrol region. Nat Genet 15:363–367
major point of contention is whether affected-sib-pairPult I, Sajantila A, Simanainen J, Georgiev O, Schaffner W,
(ASP) and other nonparametric linkage tests are reallyPa¨a¨bo S (1994) Mitochondrial DNA sequences from Swit-
model free. Greenberg et al. (1997) contend that, be-zerland reveal striking homogeneity of European popula-
tions. Biol Chem Hoppe Seyler 375:837–840 cause such tests are equivalent to LOD score tests under
Richards M, Coˆrte-Real H, Forster P, Macaulay V, Wilkinson- particular genetic models, they in fact implicitly assume
Herbots H, Demaine A, Papiha S, et al (1996) Paleolithic a model and are ‘‘hardly model free in the usual under-
and Neolithic lineages in the European mitochondrial gene standing of that phrase.’’ Farrall argues that the tests
pool. Am J Hum Genet 59:185–203 are nonparametric in the sense that they do not require
Semino O, Passarino G, Brega A, Fellous M, Santachiara-Be- that a particular model be speciﬁed a priori. Who is
nerecetti AS (1996) A view of the Neolithic demic diffusion
right?in Europe through two Y chomosome–speciﬁc markers. Am
The argument can be settled by referring to standardJ Hum Genet 59:964–968
statistical literature on nonparametric statistics. Lind-Straus LG (1994) Upper Palaeolithic origins and radiocarbon
gren (1968, p. 400) deﬁnes ‘‘distribution free’’ (orcalibration: more new evidence from Spain. Evol Anthol 3:
‘‘model free,’’ or ‘‘nonparametric’’) tests as ‘‘proce-194–198
Templeton AR, Routman E, Phillips CA (1995) Separating dures involving a statistic whose distribution (at least
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under the null hypothesis) does not depend on the par- are well known (Cox and Hinkley 1974). Researchers
using parametric methods when the correct model isticular form of the population distribution’’ (also see
unknown face the following choices: guess right and youCox and Hinkley 1974; Kendall and Stuart 1979); that
win; guess wrong and you can lose big; or ﬁsh over allis, such tests are valid regardless of the true (unknown)
possible models and pay the statistical price. Nonpara-genetic parameters, in the standard sense that they give
metric methods are designed to provide protectionthe correct false-positive rate. ASP and other nonpara-
against the last two choices, at the cost of some loss ofmetric linkage tests are certainly model free by this
power relative to the correct guess. The interesting issuedeﬁnition (as are parametric LOD score tests under a
in the design of such methods is how to achieve a mini-single model). In order for nonparametric tests to be
mal loss of power while retaining robustness to a maxi-useful, they should also maintain reasonable power to
mal range of alternatives.detect an effect (in our case, linkage) under a broad
range of alternative hypotheses (in our case, genetic LEONID KRUGLYAK
parameters). ASP and other nonparametric linkage Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research
tests have been designed with this in mind, and some Cambridge, MA
tests have been explicitly shown to maintain high
power under a broad range of genetic models (Krug- References
lyak et al. 1996).
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